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„Weihe“ with sovereign round

„Weihe showed a super sovereign round“, Isabell Werth/GER was happy about the performance 
of her Olympic champion and triple World Cup winner Weihegold OLD after her victory in the 
Grand Prix Special at Dressage Cappeln International. After her break due to embryo transfer, she 
was again in „very good shape and even improved her trot tour with more length and expression“. 
A mistake in the changes, which Isabell Werth explained with the loss of the line, cost points, 
but with the 80.851 percent achieved, the world number one was absolutely satisfied. „Now we 
have the European Championships in Rotterdam in front of our chest, where Weihe is substitute 
horse. First choice for the continental championship for the defending champion will be her World 
Champion and newly crowned Aachen winner Bella Rose.

Victoria Michalke, who arrived from Bavaria/GER, took on Novia second place in the Grand Prix 
Special of Dressage Cappeln International with 71.809 percent. The third and fourth places were 
firmly in Austrian hands: Florian Bacher with Fidertraum (71.766 percent) and Astrid Neumayer 
with Sir Simon (71.59 percent).

In the Grand Prix Freestyle, Hiroyuki Kitahara/JPN on Huracan achieved his first victory in this 
ranking on European soil - with a new personal record of 74.205 percent. Second place went to 
Stefan Lehfellner/AUT at Fackeltanz OLD (73.475 percent), who had already achieved fifth place 
at the couple‘s freestyle premiere at the show in Fritzens/AUT - and who was more than satisfied 
with the performance of the 14-year-old stallion owned by Sissy Max-Theurer/AUT. Victoria Max-
Theurer/AUT, who won the qualification Grand Prix with her Benaglio, finished fourth (72.010 
percent). For the eleven-year-old chestnut gelding, this was, after Mannheim, only his second 
freestyle in his first Grand Prix season ever. Third place went to Juliette Piotrowski/GER with Sir 
Diamond (72.635 percent).

In the Inter II final of the Middle Tour, Katrin Bettenworth/GER won with the Hanoverian grey 
gelding Dantino (70.794 percent) ahead of Jessica Süss with Duisenberg (69.618 percent).
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